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Vertiblade®

19-inch Vertical Mount Bracket System
The Vertiblade is a modular system of panels mounted on a flexible spine for mounting electronic equipment.
It can be configured to accommodate many different sizes and types of equipment.
Step One: Configuring the spine
A standard Vertiblade spine provides 6U mounting
space. It can be configured with any combination of
1U, 2U, 3U and 4U – there are dozens of possible
configurations! Ask us if you need more than 6U
capacity.

Step Two: Choosing your panels
There are multiple panel options which are installed
hanging down between each hinged U position, e.g.
between the colors in the diagram on the right.
Choose the panel options which fit your needs from
the options to the right:
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Step Three: Choosing your screw threads
The Vertiblade spine and panels come standard with
M5 / SAE 10-32 screw thread adaptors. One pair of
optional adapters for equipment with M4 or M6 captive
fasteners ship with every Armarac.
Standard

-For top moun ng
equipment such as servers,
storage systems, UPS.
-Includes integrated cable
management system.

1U

Short

-For top mounted or hanging
equipment such as switches
and routers.
-Provides easier cable access
for large bundles from
switches.
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MulƟfit

Patch Panel & Fiber

-For installing rackmountable equipment from top
and/or bo om.
-For moun ng small nonrackmount components
e.g. media converters,
modems and PSU’s.

-For moun ng 6x 1U patch
panels in only 2U of space.
-Built-in cable relief bars for
all patch panels.
-Terminate up to 6x pairs of
fiber in supplied enclosure.
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